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HELLO!
Hello, I’m Maggie! I work with women who are already unapologetic about their dreams and
desires but doubt in their abilities and power to make it happen. I help them to break
unhealthy beliefs, self-doubts and fears to grow into the fearless and unstoppable badass
entrepreneur they always wanted to be.

If you are reading this, it means you are serious about moving online and showing your
face to the world.
Congratulations on this big decision! It is the one that will change your life in many aspects.
It tells me that you are brave and determined to make things happen even if you are not
sure where to start and HOW do some things online. 

I get it, it might be intimidating! For many female entrepreneurs, the decision to move
online feels like learning a new language.  With time you WILL get more sophisticated.
Some practice is required, like it is needed with any new skill you acquire in life. You have
started your journey, this is what counts!

The Ten Deadly Mistakes was created for the first time online entrepreneurs to help
them identify the traps awaiting on the way to online success. I wish I had a guidance like
this when I started my online business! 

This selection introduces the most destructive errors that could kill the new online
business or the determination to launch one, within the first year of activity. I put them
together not only to demonstrate their toxic power but foremost to share how to avoid
them and empower women to make, from now on, only informed, strategic decisions. 

The role of this ebook is also to remind that perfection 
does not exist. You do not need to wait until you are perfect. 
What seems ideal for you might not be perfect for someone 
else, so take action and start moving NOW.

Take small steps and build up from there. Even if you move
slowly, you will go forward and that is what counts! 

Maggie Biernacka
With Love,

http://bit.ly/2MGqKEK
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Mistake #1 
Selecting Website As Your Starting Point

Many online gurus would recommend creating a company website as a starting

point, contributing to your visibility online. Actually, there is a dark side to this

decision, apart from the time and money you intend to put behind it. You will
not be doing yourself a favor starting your online presence by creating a
beautiful website when you are a digital rookie, and tech is not your thing.

Web development is one of the most demanding activities online that requires

solid knowledge, some online experience, technology understanding and

foremost plenty of small and big decisions related to your branding, positioning,

sales offers, pricing, etc. At the early stages of your online activities, you
simply will not be familiar with the complexity of web development and the
way you would like to position yourself as an expert online. You will be not

aware at this point, which elements are essential for your web and online

success, and which are pure “nice to have” type components.

As a result, you will be swamped with the bunch of little projects and
decisions that would have to be finalized first and serve the web content.
Your branding, marketing message, sales offer, and the way you would like to

position yourself online need to be ready before you decide to devote your

focus and money to web creation. In a relatively short time, you will have to

face excessive stress taking the decisions you will not be sure are the right

ones. Instead, you will be spending time trying to change and shape the

elements that have absolutely no impact on your sales, but you will feel

qualified to discuss them. 

For example, one of my clients spent 3 months changing fonts and lines on her

website. She has lost one full quarter of a year only because she was missing

the experience and the clarity about her online business visibility. Instead, she
was spending hours, days, weeks on something that did not create an
immediate impact.
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HOW TO AVOID IT?

It does not mean you should not have a website at some point.  I recommend to

start small, create, and apply elements that you will be able to use for your

website in the future. Start communicating with your customers,
begin to learn what bothers them, and understand how you can help them.
 
This will create the gold of content and your confidence in building it. Instead

of writing a blog - use notes on Facebook to create lovely looking articles. They

do not have limitations of FB posts, you can use different fonts, put beautiful

photos, make it look really cool. Use this technique and prepare a note every

week or two. After a few months, you will already have a lovely bunch of
articles to put on your website when the time comes. Effortlessly and with

harmony with yourself. The two options you can choose from could be found

under this link: https://www.maggieshub.com/move-online-with-no-web/

Mistake #2 
Avoiding Active Sales

Even established entrepreneurs, especially female business owners, present a
full spectrum of limiting beliefs in the area of selling. Many of them avoid

selling like a plaque. They believe that “good product will sell itself,” or

“reaching out to people is disturbing,” or “any form of active selling presents

you as desperate or pushy.” They confidently believe that clients would find

their way on their own. These assumptions are frequently built on past

experiences, perhaps unsuccessful sales processes or convictions that they

simply cannot sell effectively. In fact, everyone can learn how to sale and how
to do it right. What is more, there is a type of selling that can preserve your
own energy and style.

https://www.maggieshub.com/move-online-with-no-web/
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The truth is that going online means selling online, too. To succeed in an online

world, you need to do any form of active selling. Preferably every day. The
sooner you master the selling process and its elements - the faster you will
accelerate. So if you are not a kick-ass expert in selling yet, it would be smart

to acknowledge it and decide to start your online existence there. Absorb that

idea, learn it, and use it at your best every day.  Even sensitive introverts, like

me, can do that. You do not have to be pushy or “salesy,” you do not have to
be disturbing. Selling, when done correctly, is the best form of love and

appreciation of your clients. Remember that. And please also remember that

online business without selling is business without clients. And that stands for

an empty box of costs only.

You do not need a website to start selling online. Especially in the beginning.

You can engage yourself into conversations, invite people into your fan page

or business profile, set up a community, organize a virtual event, and many

more.  Already via direct talks online, you can establish sales from your first

conversation to the final payment. The opportunities are right there. You only

need to notice and leverage them. 

HOW TO AVOID IT?
The saying “The fastest way to fall in love with selling is by selling” is 100%

accurate, and I have to learn it my way. There were times when I did not

believe in my selling abilities, but the truth is you cannot be successful online
without some form of active selling. I was determined to change it and see the

reliable revenue stream coming my way. I have learned the mastery of

energetic sales and marketing, the most effortless selling on the planet. 

This type of sales is always aligned with your dreams and your personality. It

combines the best sales and marketing strategies and tactics, helping to

attract clients with ease, creating excellent visibility online, claiming expert

position, and addressing the challenges of the accelerated growth. I love it!

This new method of merging the strategic work with energetic and spiritual
elements allows me to fast track my clients taking their offline business
online, so they acquire new clients much faster and enjoy accelerated
growth. 
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Mistake #3 
Procrastination and Being Busy

Moving your OFFLINE business ONLINE requires careful decisions and being

in charge in many areas. Sometimes it could be overwhelming. Some things
look so complicated that you have no idea where to start.  So you decide to
do something less demanding instead. Or something more involving to please

yourself in your misery. As a result, the priorities become still not done. Funny

enough, with the time passing, your to-do list does not get any shorter, but you

feel exhausted. 

What is happening? It is a simple example of procrastination, which stands for
avoiding finishing the task by the specific deadline. We have all been there,

everybody tried that. It is our human nature. We just choose to be busy with

other stuff to kill the guilt. Why is that? There could be one of the most popular

reasons:  fear of failure, excessive perfectionism, low energy, or lack of focus.

Successfully getting back on track requires only awareness and determination

to change the situation. Nothing more really is needed. Once you notice this

phenomenon, it is really enough to take one decision. It takes only the
commitment and willingness to change this behavior. The determination to

address it is so strong, you will be saved forever.

 You would have to decide, however, on how you would like to focus on it and

change this behavior. For example, you can divide the complicated task into
several small ones and celebrate achieving each mini-mission. You can also

limit the number of distractions you allow yourself.  Alternatively, you can

navigate between two projects – a more complicated one and a super-easy

one. This is what I do! 

HOW TO AVOID IT?
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Mistake #4 
Avoiding Action
This mistake is very typical for women running a business. Every idea that we
come up with needs to be double-checked before we decide to make it
happen. We need to think it over to be ready, consult with friends, family,
and fellow business owners. The more we talk about it the less prone we are

to introduce it and act seriously about it. Mostly for the fact that the opinions,

feedback that we receive is confusing, sounds frequently misleading or gives

contradictory guidance. 

As a result, the idea remains not implemented and you are not moving

forward, you just sit on it and stay in the exact same place you were last week

or two weeks ago, or perhaps a month – maybe even two months? We are
really efficient in finding excuses to explain the external world the lack of
action on our side. 

The downside could be devastating to you and to your business.  When you
refrain from taking serious action, your energy and commitment go down,
and you start losing the momentum. Whoever said that being ready 80% is

enough was right. You never will be prepared 100%; there always will be

something you would like to improve or make differently. Especially when the

time passes. Three months after the matters look totally different, and you

might want to address them individually.

Try to be 80% ready and relax! You can improve absolutely everything on-the-

go.  Making even the small steps will bring you closer to your goal if you stay

consistent in your actions. When you do not move and just sit on your activity
trying to beautify it, you just spin for nothing. The energy put into the act of

improvement is not getting you closer to anything. Business is dynamic, so are

you. Your vision of the things today and in a year might not be the same.

People uplevel, circumstances change, so anyway, every year, some fine-

tuning will be necessary. Act, do make it happen! Take one step at a time, but

do it!

HOW TO AVOID IT?
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Mistake #5
Ambiguous Message

One of the first things that has to be agreed upon when moving online would

be your brand positioning and the style you choose to communicate with the

online world. Will it be straightforward, pleasant, easygoing or severe,

professional, and cold? How are you going to show it, what elements will be

included and what will be their role in your branding?  Can you say in one, two
sentences, what is it that you offer and how you intend to help your clients?
Do you have a so-called one-liner for your niche? Do you have your niche

established? Do you know who would be your ideal client, specifically? Do you

know the details, not the surface only?  

Developing a strong marketing message is not a trivial project. However, many

female entrepreneurs have a tendency to treat it that way. They believe there

is no need to set up any definitions as they would like to offer their services to

everybody and have the broadest possible spectrum. The truth is that if
something is for everybody, it is not for anybody. There is a rule in the

economy that no matter what period people are, whether it is the time of

peace or time of war, there are only three products that always have the same

universal attractiveness and are always in demand. These products are bread,

salt, and coffins. However, in today's changing world, when many people try to

eliminate carbohydrates and salt from daily food, there might be just coffins

that still respond to this marketing law.

Other products and services need to attract future clients by making an

effort and designing their message precisely. The more undefined, blurred, or
ambiguous your message to the world, the fewer chances you have to attract
the right clients and generate revenues to your business.
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HOW TO AVOID IT?
Your marketing message will have to be reliable and well thought over. It pays 

to spend time on it and make sure it feels right. Some people do it several times

over and over until they get it right. The process is relatively straightforward.

It covers defining your niche, your branding, and communication channels. The
challenging part is really about the precision and crafting of your message to
the right people. So they resonate with your marketing materials and feel
you uniquely talk their language. That is how you start building a connection

with your audience. 

Mistake #6
Missing Authenticity

Dreaming about your business growth, its expansion from OFFLINE into

ONLINE sometimes leads to potentially dangerous practices.  When you are

new to online activities, many things look attractive and even desirable. Some

people out there look smarter than others and more approachable. Their

actions seem so balanced and successful. It feels only natural to observe their

online behavior and start copying it.  Some female entrepreneurs decide to
adopt the elements, larger fragments, or sometimes even the full strategies
of someone else successful online. Occasionally they go so far they lose their

own personality and style trying to be more “American” or more “British.”,

simply different. 

People respond to your own energy and genuine personality. So if you decide

to copy someone and adopt their techniques or behaviors, it might not work

the same way.  Each of us is an entirely different individual, and attract
people on an individual different level. You are perfect the way you are, and

you do not have to fix or change anything. You are not broken. You do not

need to be “more” of anything: more confident, more international or more

American, more professional, more fun. You do not need to be more. You are

enough! Stay authentic, honest, and simply be yourself. This is the fastest way

to claim your original expert position online.

HOW TO AVOID IT?
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Mistake #7
Following Unhealthy Beliefs

Whenever you take the brave decision on starting something new, for example

entering the business area you never visit, expressing your opinion on topics

you never discussed before - your ego will make sure you lose the vibe, the
energy, trust in yourself and ability to move further. Ego, this sneaky little

lizard, is the built-in survival mechanism. 

Its role is to keep you away from change or growth and direct your energy on

settling. Settling means less trouble. Changes shatter the status quo. When your

ego activates,  all of a sudden, you feel less confident about your idea. Even if

just a moment before you felt enthusiastic and clear about it, you may think you

are not enough. You might believe you need to complete a million little things

before you are ready to go. Your to-do list grows enormously. And you cannot

even finish it. Moving online is a classic example of leaping that will wake up the

ego for sure and direct it on to the mission to discourage you!  

Whenever you notice any unhelpful thoughts like “it is too difficult” or “I will

never succeed,” or “who will even listen to that?” or anything similar –

immediately stop. Notice what is happening and take action. Depending on
your personality and nature, you can either lovingly negotiate with your ego
or slap it and send it away, as I did. Either way, your decision and actions

taken have to be definite and rock-solid. Your intuition will guide you to move

despite your fears so that you grow anyway.

HOW TO AVOID IT?
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Mistake #8
Lack Of Focus

Building your online business, you have to be able to

stay focused and stick to priorities coming directly from your vision. The best

way is always to remember the end result, which is your goal, and reverse

engineer the steps that bring you closer to this goal. Whenever the new,
fantastic “shiny object” appears in your stratosphere, ask yourself, “Is this
activity directly in line with my end result? Does it bring me closer to my goal,

or is it just a distraction on my way?”

HOW TO AVOID IT?

We all have exactly the same amount of time at our disposal – 24 hours each

day. Some people seem to have a better grip on time, and they give the

impression of doing more within the working hours. The efficiency of working

mothers is already legendary. I still cannot believe how I was capable of having a

baby, work full time, study at weekends, and even prepare homemade jams or

fresh pasta from scratch.  It was overwhelming and energy draining. When

moving online the list of items and actions to be accomplished before you would

be ready to launch becomes longer every day. You might be distracted with so-
called “shiny objects” because you learn on the go and you will be attracted to
new concepts, styles, ideas. You need to be careful as these activities draw

attention and might seem attractive at the moment yet they do not contribute

to the final result directly. They might be “nice to have,” but they are not

essential. Concentrating on them will take the time from your day, the time you

do not have in extra amounts.
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Mistake #9
Inconsistency

HOW TO AVOID IT?

Many entrepreneurs going online, feel inclined to share everything they know,

and present their genius from many different perspectives. Building content

that will be attractive for the audience is not an easy task. Especially in the first

months when the communication strategy is being formulated, it appears quite

challenging to decide which fragments or areas of their expertise should be

shared. So they end up sharing whatever comes to their mind on the given day. 

The frequent mistake is inconsistency not only in the selection of the topics for

the content but also in the brand presentation. A variety of loosely connected
colors styles, fonts, and visuals make the brand challenging to decode. 

However, one needs to remember the iron rule of communication. The public
needs seven to nine interactions with a brand or a person to understand
what they stand for. If there is inconsistency in the content and the brand

styling, the challenge is only more complicated. As a result, the audience feels

confused and not sure if the service offered is for them.

Branding and the marketing message create the foundation for your online

business. You need to approach them strategically. Once you decide on your
niche, purpose, and marketing message including the style you would like to
communicate with the world, it is smart to stick to it for some time. This

move will make it easy for the public to understand what you stand for, what is

your offer and how you can help. 

As your business will be developing and you will be up-leveling your offer,

there will be a need to upgrade your message and content. However, it should

be done on an annual, not weekly, or bi-weekly basis. 
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Mistake #10
Ignoring Progress Measurements

HOW TO AVOID IT?

Many first-time online entrepreneurs ignore their progress tracking

mechanisms entirely and remain in the total darkness, sometimes for a long

time. They do not know how many sales conversations they need to make to
convert one high-end client. It is a mystery for them which ad is working best

for them and why. They do not know how much it costs them to acquire one

solid contact on-line.

Frequently  female entrepreneurs are not interested in this type of

measurement as they believe it is complicated and overwhelming. In reality, if

you are not aware of the efficiency of your activities and expenses, you might

be wasting your time and money. "What gets measured, gets improved” is an

old school saying that remains more than accurate in case of on-line activities.

The more actions you decide to include in your marketing and sales strategy,

the more detailed you need to become about your success tracking.

There is no need to keep long and complicated analytics, but it pays to track

just a few indicators of your progress. With time, when you gain experience

and knowledge, you will feel the need to add little more details  to your basic

monitoring. In my opinion, several indicators are just mandatory.  I usually

recommend to start with these five to six figures :

In the beginning, it might be odd to analyze those, especially when you are a

more free spirit and not a numerical, analytical soul. But in time observing the
success indicators becomes your second nature and a reliable business advice

tool. The more insights you can take from the data analysis the faster you will

build winning strategies and create your extraordinary growth.

Number of people who subscribe\unsubscribe on your list| Number of clicks

Percentage of conversions| Cost per click |Cost per lead |Cost per sale



Did you know you can establish yourself as an authority in the online space

without overwhelm, spending hours upon hours on social media or losing

yourself in the process? Imagine, having an established online presence
that builds trust and instantly positions you as the go-to-expert in your
niche in a really authentic way and having soul-aligned clients begging to

work with you. 

I am sure that familiarizing yourself with The Ten Deadly Mistakes helped

you get more clarity on how to plan your way towards the online success

and use your talents and genius. Each of us is a unique individual and every

plan becomes  extraordinary.  How would it feel to be visible online,
confident and fearless? What would it mean to acquire best for you clients
faster that you thought is even possible? How would it be understand the

technology and not be paralyzed by it, for a change?
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Fast Track Your Online Presence: 
From Invisible To Irresistible In Your Industry

If you want to jump immediately into creative process and discussion

hop into our community! Fearless, Unstoppable, Prosperous Tribe

welcomes all kick-ass experts ready to  make their first steps and start

playing big. We are a group of women entrepreneurs dreaming about 

 business online expansion and totally unapologetic about their vision.

Let's meet ! 
http://bit.ly/Fearless
FBGroup      

https://www.facebook.com/groups/FearlessUnstoppableProsperous/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/FearlessUnstoppableProsperous/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/FearlessUnstoppableProsperous/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/FearlessUnstoppableProsperous/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/FearlessUnstoppableProsperous/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/FearlessUnstoppableProsperous/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/FearlessUnstoppableProsperous/

